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Dedicated to the quest for meaning ofthe world s great mysteries and the unending search for knowledge, wisdom and understanding.

WERE CHINESE PYRAMIDS 
SKILLFULLY ALIGNED?
Chinese Pyramid builders were likely influenced by the 

ancient and important Sciences of Archeoastronomy and 
Geomancy with construction on the Ling (tombs) beginning 
some 3,000 years ago, and continuing into (circa 907 A.D.) 
(See Pyramid Guide #28, March-April 1977.)

Vance Russell Tiede of Alexandria, Virginia has been 
making a study to determirie if the pyramid Ling were pur- 
posefully aligned by the ancient designer-builders. In a 
paper written for the Archeoastronomy Bulletin, Tiede says 
he has been making a geneological and historical analysis of 
Ling maps in an attempt to identify and date the pyramids 
and deceased individuals buried within the mounds. Investi- 
gations to date reveal that hundreds of Ling can be seen in 
the Wei (Ho) River Valley located in the Sian (Hsi-An) re
gion of central China, dating back at least to the 12th Cen
tury B.C. Some are oriented within one degree of the geo- 
centric Cardinal points.

Tiede also notes that various Han Ling attain a height of 
100 feet and measure 550 feet on a side with the Ch'in Ling 
Pyramid’s side being 1,300 feet long. “Some tombs have 
pointed tops,” he writes, “while others are truncated.” 
Among them, Tiede Claims that walled-in structures, 
stepped and smoothly sloped style pyramids can be found. 
Celestial alignments have also turned up during investiga- 
tions and an onsite study and ground survey will be neces
sary.. .according to his report...“to check out holes drilled 
through stelae located in the area, which through sighting, 
may confirm significant alignments revealed by aerial 
photogrammetry...”

Dear Mr. Cox:
Thank you for your last letter with its enclosed articles on 

Chinese pyramid tombs.
Of particular interest to me was the sentence in the May- 

June 1979 Pyramid Guide which States, “One article de
scribed the pilot’s find as a three-sided (tetrahedron) pyra
mid. ” The article referred to the report by Army Air Corps 
pilot James Gaussman in 1942 of having seen a light colored 
‘etrahedron in Shensi Province, China. Can you provide me 
with a zerox ofthat article or a bibliographic citation for it? 
(See also Pyramid Guide Mar-April 77, Edition #28.)

To date, the only other report of unknown Chinese pyra
mid tombs that I have come across appears in the New York 
Times (28 March, 3:3 and 8 April, 26:7, 1947). The report 
was by Army Air Corps Colonel Maurice Sheahan, and re- 
fers to a pyramid tomb some 40 miles 5W of.Sian, Shensi 
Province. This report is of great interest, as all known pyra
mid tombs of Imperial China are located in the Wei River 
Valley and much closer to Sian.

The article of mine to which you referred appears in the 
Archaeoastronomy Bulletin, May 1978, No. 3, College Park: 
University of Maryland Astronomy Program. A detailed 
treatment of some thirty major Chinese pyramid tombs will

Continued on Page 3

WONDERFUL DISCOVERIES IN EGYPT
(A Preliminary Report by Bill Cox)

It has long been known and prophesied that hidden key(s) 
opening little-known doors to the world’s greater and lesser 
mysteries in Egypt would be found (one by one) sometime 
along the cusp of the Aquarian Age. People in ever-increas- 
ing numbers the world over feel an unfathomable compul- 
sion, a peculiar magnetic pull or guidance, as it were, to 
learn and re-learn more about the enigma of the Great Pyra
mids and Sphinx. Such a group of inspired, inquisitive and 
well-informed researchers made the long journey to Cairo 
March 20th, 1979.

The research team included an Egyptologist, Pyramidolo- 
gist, Educators, Writers, Psychics, Alternative Healers, 
Business Persons, a Photographer and supportive, aware 
investigators. Credit should be given to Mark Singer of 
Tulsa, Oklahoma, who organized the tour, who skillfully 
orchestrated the talents and Personalities of some 22 investi
gators arriving from coast to coast, border to border 
throughout the United States.

All members of the expeditionary force looked forward 
with heightened expectations that some new and important 
discoveries would be made, and they were, as proveh by our 
brief closure meeting held on the plane during our return 
flight from Athens to the U.S.

No one really expected to be the “chosen one” who would 
roll back the great stone and open the bronze gate leading 
to the hidden hall of records. This was a reconnaissance 
mission involving perhaps a hundred or more individual and 
group tests. The homework had been thoroughly screened. 
Some researchers had proceeded nearly as far as they could 
'go without further onsite investigation. A few others were 
making a return visit in order to verify previous information 
and to keep a watchful eye alert for new revelations.

The following reports represent only a small part of the 
trip’s unfolding, to be highlighted by continuing research 
and awaiting Publishing or Copyright clearance:

Continued on Page 3
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* THE ELECTRIC HELD PERCEPTION 
OF THE SHARK

by Evelyn McKeever
The shark is the big hondo in the fish world made fa- 

mous in recent times by his jaws. But this periodontal 
notoriety causes one to overlook the shark's most astonish- 
ing physical feature—his snout. The snout 'up front' where 
it concerns electrical fish, especially the shark, has freed 
him from the endangered species dass for 300 million 
years. In addition to the usual complement of external 
sensing receptors, sharks are especially sensitive to electri
cal field perceptions (EFP) helping the shark to navigate in 
the ocean, locate food and to sniff-out lurking danger..

In probing their environment, these predators discharge 
electrical impulses from their'probiscis backed by several 
hundred sensory Organs in the head region ealled ampullae 
of Lorenzini. Pores in the skin of the snout lead to jelly- 
filled ducts that terminate in sensory cells. Scientists have 
long known about the ampullae of Lorenzini but their func
tion has remained a mystery. Two researchers, Dijkgraaf 
and Kalmijn, discovered in 1963 that these denizens of the 
deep use the ampullae of Lorenzini to detect weak electric 
fields.

The shark's uncanny ability to outmaneuver ocean life, 
including man, has been attributed to the creatures extra- 
sensory perception, but now we know the ability stems 
from EFP, electric field perception. Virtually every living 
creature naturally produces a weak electrical field in water. 
This is only detectable with sensitive instruments showing 
differences in the electrical potential of the skin varying 
from one bodily area to another. Because water is such an 
ideal electrical conductor, these differences produce electri
cal currents. The mucous membranes lining the mouth and 
the gill epithelia in the pharynx of a shark's prey create 
direct-current fields that fluctuate with breathing move- 
ments. These currents flow through the water along field 
lines around the animal, thus becoming rapidly weaker as 
the distance incre’ases. Voltage gradients emanating from 
small fish and wounded crabs, the main diet of many 
sharks, produce bioelectric fields, sometimes within a foot 
of the brute's sensory capabilities.

An electrical field is induced when a fish swims through 
the earth's magnetic field setting up a polarity of these in- 
duction fields depending upon the direction in which the 
animal is moving. Reception of these fields through the 
ampullae of Lorenzini may act as an internal electromag- 
netic compass for the big fish. The shark's ability to Orien
tale with respect to the earth's magnetic field has already 
been demonstrated in laboratory experiments. We should 
at least admire them for their ancient survival abilities and 
for having this special EPF sense not acquired by most 
animals.
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Fourth Dimension Reachout
ANCIENT MUSIC AND MUSICIANS

Music, once considered a legacy from the gods in ancient times 
went through many transformations down through time. Pythag
oras and Plato both made a serious study of early Egyptian music, 
once developed to a very high state. Diodorus said the Egyptians 
knew of musie’s divine origin, and because of their splendid refine- 
ment they attracted the finest Student musicians and poets from 
foreign lands.

While in Cairo last March, I pondered the seemingly monoto- 
nous, complex yet musically refined renditions of Egypt’s broad- 
casting singers and players. Suddenly I realized that their many 
weaving, interlacing contrapuntal melodies and unorthodox poly- 
rhythms were actually hieroglyphics in sound, traces of an ancient 
visual and audio legacy from the past millenia.

Since the average human in the Western world can only pay at- 
tention to two separate meandering voices (counterpointal melo
dies), that is, two song leads ringing out in melodious harmony but 
independently of one another, one’s attention span is quickly nar- 
rowed when an independent but still compatible third voice or in
strument is introduced into the performance. For this reason, those 
with a trained or natural listening faculty find pleasure and stimu- . 
lation in such music, whereas untrained ears may soon become 
bored; some even offended by music which is just too busy, becom
ing a kind of white noise to them«

As I listened to the ‘apparent sameness’ in the populär and tra- 
ditional renditions of modern Egyptian music; as I tried to focus 
attention on the many facets, harmonies, nuances of their sound 
dynamics, I soon realized that I was hearing the basic musical 
forms of Egyptian musical expression performed perhaps thou- 
sands of years ago. The preponderance of flatted intervals, minor 
keys, old scales and native rhythms so firmly established in music 
of the Arab world obviously didn’t just spring up ovemight. Egyp
tian music is very likely an outgrowth of earlier Atlantean times.

The harp, flute, pipe, trumpet, drums, cymbals and haunting 
voice inspired by the eastem mind prevails as before. Long ago, 
the ancient developed races separated sacred from profane music. 
Players, singers and choirs produced strains pleasing to the ear for 
any occasion; a birth, marriage or death; religious ceremonies, Vic
tor ies; or soothing sounds to help along the healing process. But 
throughout the long unfoldment of Egyptian dynasties, there were 
times when only a kind of intellectual, mechanistic approach to 
music would be tolerated. Improvisation and innovative forms of 
musical expression were positively forbidden. Thus some early 
musical forms in Egypt were presented to produce a certain effect 
or intellectual Stimulation in listener rather than to amuse.

Writings on some curious musical, archaeological, astrological 
and cosmomagical relationships rediscovered during the recent 
Egyptian expedition will presently follow in future editions of the 
Pyramid Guide, explaining the nature of changing (subjective) and 
unchanging (objective) music and art, all spanning historic times 
and giving us keyways to decode seemingly lost ancient wisdom 
and knowledge. , Bill Cox

Woinen beating tambourines, and the tlarabooka drum Thcbcs.
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A NEWLY CONSTRUCTED PYRAMID...in the Weston Fareil Shopping 
Center Complex, near Northampton, England. Photo courtesj of Nigel Pen- 
nick, editor, Journal of Geomancy, 142 Pheasant Rise, Bar Hill, Cambridge 
CB3 8SD Great Brittain, who adds*. “The British (driving) School of Motor- 
ing now has small pyramids mounted atop its cars.”

WONDERFUL DISCOVERIES Continued from Page One
Using a pitch pipe, I found that the King’s Chamber, the 

truncated apex (invisible) chamber, subterranean compart- 
ments in the Great Pyramid, all beautifully resonating to 
the tone of middle “C”, located at the center of any piano 
keyboard.

Two unexpected things happened during the several 
sound-chamber tests made: (1) An Egyptian guide leading a 
tour group into the King’s Chamber from the antechamber 
cailed out: “Listen to my voice... It will ring out like a bell 
when I chant a certain note.” I wasn’t too surprised upon 
checking his intonation with the pitch-pipe. It was a crystal 
clear, highly resonating “C”. (The humble guide had a 
strong masterful voice and apparently possessed the gift of 
absolute pitch.) His outcry caromed off the walls innumer- 
able times, ever increasing in intensity, proving earlier re
ports by Professional musicians and a sound engineer with 
sophisticated recording equipment that the King’s Chamber 
in the Great Pyramid is a perfect sound chamber. It was, to 
be sure, purposefully designed and built as a part of a grand 
schematic make-up of the overall pyramid as one supernal 
musical instrument of cosmic proportions.

(2) Then atop the Great Pyramid at night, I again intoned 
the note “C” on my pitchpipe. (Other notes registered with 
surprising resonance but not nearly with the gusto of middle 
“C”.) My personal guide who had made the climb uncount- 
able times with tourists through the years, was also taken 
back by the startling resonance produced by the rather sub- 
dued tonal thrust of my tiny pitchpipe. He said he had never 
encountered this experience before. Both of us agreed the 
musical tone rang back as though there were invisible but 
very real walls enclosing the missing 33 vertical foot Pyrmid- 
ion. I had heard the neumonal, pre-physical capstone still 
rests up there atop the Great Pyramid (the secret chamber 
of the most High, the eye of God, symbolized on the U.S. 
Dollar bill). But this mini-apartment, lowered down to earth 
from heaven, reportedly cannot be viewed by the eyes of the 
profane, rather the presumed missing capstone has been 
there in its in visible state all the time, only beheld by adepts, 
certain masters and higher initiates who can see into this 
lofty vault and interpret the knowledge and wisdom of the 
ages believed encoded there. Can this towering secret pyr- 
midion be the long sought missing Hall of Records?

OUTSIDE THE GATE OF ROSETTA...where the momentous 
dlscovery by members in a group of 120 scholars and writers, 
accompanying Napoleon gave to the world the famous Rosetta 
stone. Found near the mouth of the Nile in 1798, the black, 
basalt slab provlded with its Demotic and Greek inscriptions the 
major key and missing link in interpretating Egyptian hlerogly- 
phlcs once considered undeclpherable. The results, conflrmed by 
Biblical archeology, indicated that the Rosetta Stone’s meaning 
alluded to a decree by the Egyptian priesthood assembled at 
Memphis, March 27, 19S B.C. honoring Ptolemy V Epiphanes 
(201-181 B.C.) and thereby enabllng modern Egyptologlsts to re- 
gain knowledge of an ancient Egyptian tongue, long considered 
lost by earlier scholars.

Dear Mr. Cox,
The article appearing in Pyramid Guide #38 on the psychokinet- 

ic pyramid was very interesting as I have notieed the same action 
ever since I started hanging pyramids from ceilings. Magnets, how- 
ever, aren ’t necessary in order to produce the effeet.

l.have also found it nearly impossible to get accurate pendulum 
readings during thunderstorms, rainy weather and sintilar atmos- 
pheric disturbances... It seems that the same energy or related 
forms of energy cause both the dowsing reaction and the pyramid 
effects reported by others.

Thank you for printing the Guide and making available to all 
the results of researchers and scientists around the world. Yours 
truly, Nathaniel D. Aiken, New York, N.Y.

BACK ISSUES OF THE PYRAMID GUIDE NEWSLETTER...in any 
combination or series...$1.00 each, 1 through 37 Life Understanding 
Foundation, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105

CHINESE PYRAMIDS Continued from Page One

appear in the summer in the Technical Report series of the 
Center for Archaeoastronomy. You may obtain back issues 
of the Bulletin or subscribe by writing Dr. John Carlson, 
Director, The Centerfor Archaeoastronomy, Space Sciences 
Building, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.

For the record: the location for the crystal-capped pyra
mid as revealed to the Rev. Short (112°4' E, 30°5' N) is the 
middle of a rice paddy between the villag.es of Chang-chia 
t’ai on the west and Hsia-jen chia-wan on the east. The 
closest mountains are some 25 miles to the SW. There is no 
known or observable landmark in the vicinity with an eleva- 
tion of 1.925 feet, much less a light-colored tetrahedron.

I appreciate hearing from you. Let’s keep in touch. With 
best wishes.
Sincerely yours, Vance Tiede, Arlington, Virginia

villag.es


A CURIOUS ANKH-STANDING 
STONES EPISODE

IN GREAT BRITAIN
Energy is form and form is energy. (Jn- 

less one is aware of the production and 
management of this free energy in certain 
situations, unexpected events may occur.

Tom Graves in his admirable book, Nee- 
dies of Stone, writes of a friend’s experi
ment that went wrong at Stonehenge in 
England. The young man was experiment- 
ing with an approximately two-foot high 
ankh-shaped wire aerial. He wondered if 
the ankh could pick up energy from the 
stone circle. It succeeded rather too well.

Grave’s friend had ctimbed on top of the 
roof of a car in the Stonehenge parldng lot 
nearby and held the ankh by the loop. He 
pointed the open end away from his body 
and moved it around in a sweeping arc in 
the männer of a scanning radar aerial.

The moment the ankh came into line 
with the Stonehenge monoliths, the young 
man feit a sudden and violent surge that 
seemed to burn his arm and he momentar- 
ily lost consciousness. When he regained 
his senses, he realized that he had been 
thrown bodily from the töp of the car and 
his arm feit paralyzed.

After six months, Grave’s friend finally 
regained full use of the affiicted arm. For 
this reason, one shouldn’t play around with 
these energies. There are too many un- 
answered questions regarding certain as- 
pects of form (free)-energy at this time. The 
ancients and probably the Atlanteans knew 
about this type of higher energy and its un- 
controlled Manipulation. Rediscovery of 
these subtle but powerful energy forms and 
devices seems to be unfoldlng at an acceler- 
ated rate during the last two deca des. Free
energy may have a universal appeal in these 
times of energy shortages and curtailment, 
but a word of caution should be suffleient 
to the unwary experimenter. James Harn- 
nett, Great Britain.
(Ed. note: Could the automobile have acted 
as a cavity resonator, the ankh an electro- 
activator, and could the Stonehenge circle, 
having been erected upon a connecting 
nodal point of earth’s magnetic vectors,

WORDS OF WISDOM 
from WHAMMOND

Dear Bill,
Please recall in my last letter (Pyramid 

Guide #33 page 4) about a “levitating rock" 
in a Pakistan mosque. I’ve since diseovered 
that it is actually located at Shivapur, 
India, unless there’s more than one such 
mosque.

Velikovsky speculated that PLANETS 
probably had high electric Charge. Right 
on! It's gravity! The electric Charge effect, 
noted by Sir W. Siemens atop the Great 
Pyramid (Guide #34 page 1) can be ex- 
plained by conventional physics. A. An 
electrical Charge is known to collect on a 
point of the pyramid's apex. B. The des
ert's dry air is an excellent insulator and so 
it retains the electrical Charge. C. Friction 
causes a Charge to manifest (an old parlour 
trick). Just rub a plastic pen on your sleeve 
and you can pick up small bits of paper 
with it. D. Sand blowing over desert phone 
lines can potentially build up a 300 volt 
Charge, so sand blowing against and around 
the Great Pyramid should achieve similar 
results.

Some researchers are beginning to sus
pect that gravity doesn’t exist, that it's only 
an electric Charge. If we call “K" the 
Charge/mass ratio (ie, 9“/m) h of a body, 
then m = ’F/K. Substituting such g/K 
ratiosfor the niasses (m) in Newton’s law of 
gravity leads direetly to Columbus' law of 
electric charges.

Italian Professor Marco Todeschini's five 
books prove the ether exists, what gravity is 
and where Einstein went wrong (see “Deci- 
sive Experiments in Modem Physics, $10.00 
in English, from Centro Internationale Di 
Psicobiofisica, Via Fra Damiano 20, 24100 
Berganio, Italy). Todeschini explains how 
the Magnus Force of ether orbits around 
the earth and sun. From this, I infer that 
the mystery force holding us to the ground 
is caused by an etheric Whirlpool (earth 
spinning in its own etheric Whirlpool, a 
vortex).

Thus a vortex acts as a balance between 
the centrifugal force (of a rotating fluid) 
and the centripetal force ofthe surrounding 
fluid pressure (ie. static head) trying to 
“close/fill“ in that vortex. Therefore, earth 
spins in a pair of vortices. One is inverted 
in the ether “Etheric Pressure“ (static 
head), acting centripetally is all that gravity 
can be, according to Todeschini: ■>

PAGE 4 
Notes from the

MIDLAND ENERGY CONFERENCE 
Speakers Comments

Les Brown of Bancroft, Canada, a pyra
mid farmer, said “One can’t compost in
side of a pyramid because vegetables and 
fruit won’t break down, and even if the 
material is taken outside of the form, the 
organic substance won’t decay in the usual 
männer.”

i Brown said the leaves of cucumber plants 
inside his 30 foot high pyramid (green- 
house) sometimes measured more than 13 
inches across. “Early Russian cucumbers 
usually average 8 inches long and weigh 
about 3/4 Ib. but some pyramid eukes were 
16 inches Iong during the first season,” 
Brown added, “in the following season they 
had lengths up to 21 inches and weighed 
some 2Vi Ibs. Hybrid cucumbers planted 
outside of the pyramid grew to a surprising 
19” long, but other of their species grown 
inside of the pyramid reached a maximum 
of 25 inches and weighed up to 5 pounds. 
This proves,” said Brown, “that a pyramid 
grown, crop yield can be increased per unit 
of space. People who seem to be allergic to 
randomly grown cucumbers and tomatoes 
aren’t bother with any pyramid grown 
eukes...” he added. “...and, another im
portant discovcry...” according to Brown, 
“reveals that vegetables and fruit in the 
Pyramid are slow to dehydrate and don’t 
decay. Even if the produce is taken outside 
of the pyramid for any length of time, it 
keeps longer than Controls (produce entire- 
ly grown outside of the pyramid). Some of 
Brown’s form energized radishes grew to a 
4 inch diameter. “They’re not pithy or hoL 
low inside and fully delicious,” he went on.
“Black dies are strongly attracted to 
manure but soon leave when the material is 
placed inside the pyramid.” Plants grown 
in rock gardens, he believes, flourish, parti- 
cularly when magnetic or oxidized rocks 
rieh in iron are present. “Magnetically 
energized water apparently reduces plant 
disease, breakdown, infestation and deteri- 
orization...” he said. “Magnetic rocks 
cleanse the soil much like pyramid energy.” 
In various pyramid plant experiments, the 
Canadian pyramid farmer noticed that 
form didn’t increase the number of cells 
but rather increased the size of treated 
Vegetation. “Cheap cosmetics can be 
charged to a high quality under the Pyra
mid,” Brown concluded, “...The impuri- 
ties in lipstick are some how removed and 
the lipstick also becomes a chapstick.” 
(Cassette tapes of 1978 Midland, Texas, 
ENERGY CONFERENCE Speakers may 
be secured by writing to: Priscilla Boyd, 
1712 Princeton, Midland, Texas 79701.)
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SHAMBALLA, DREAM OR REALITY? Part II

In allegorical terms, the White Island city of Shamballa (City of 
the Bridge), was built under the guidance of Divine Androgynes of 
the One (single) eye in the early Lemurian period. “The purified 
ego in all its splendor finds its heavenly home there,” say the mas
ter teachers. Shamballa, from another point of focus, is the radiant 
city of the soul; the Godhead its builder and Lord. Shamballa in 
the heavens as an ideal, is the destination of all living beings, and 
can be compared in some respects with the biblical story of ‘the 
Prodigal Son,’ in our journey back to the ‘Father’s House.’

It has been put forth that one’s ego can imprint its higher wishes 
upon one’s physical brain, resulting in a continuity of conscious
ness, the unsleeping, ever-aware mind brain of the advanced disci- 
ple or initiate. This is the realm of continuous remembrance, past, 
present and future, marking the progress of the great masters, 
adepts and higher initiates. The quality of cognition (awareness) is 
therefore in ratio to one’s own ability to bridge the gap between the 
two (inner and outer) worlds, our physical planet and universe, 
and the ethereal Shamballa. “As one’s various chakras (prephysi- 
cal centers) are opened and brought into balance,” according to 
the enlightened ones, “and one’s once struggling soul mechanism 
functions unhampered by the illusions and errors of mundane 
existence, Shamballa energy flows through the initiates’ planetary, 
(lotus) head center, with the (first) “will” ray emanating as a foun- 
tain at the crown. Shamballa’s regent is the mind of the world, the 
positive pole m the human, and the spirit of consciousness.

In esoteric writings it is said that sixty thousand years ago, the 
dwellers in Shamballa went to the mainland and built the physical 
‘City of the Bridge.’ The construction likely spanned 1,000 years 
producing works of massive, group statuary along the bridge, 
carved in the image of those ancient, high souls who accompanied 
the adept, Sanat Kamara from Venus. White marble temples and 
other wonders of architecture were also presented to view as visitors 
approached the heavenly realm.

Thus, it has been written that physical Shamballa flourished in 
45,000 B.C. the Capital of many prehistory civilizations, nations of 
humankind who apparently occupied land reaching all the way 
from north Asia to the Antarctic shores. The great inner city even- 
tually feil into ruins, presumably now resting within the margins of 
the present, greater Shamballa today, The inner, physical kingdom 
reputedly covered an area 300 x 150 miles overall, and the ‘White 
Island’ domain, according to old texts, was populated by the first 
root-race of humankind, a civilization of giants. So it is said that 
Shamballa of old was located at the original, true pole of the 
world, long before the ensuing planetary upheavals that caused the 
earth to occasionally shift on its axis and produce a kind of pole 
wandering. (To be continued.)

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT... Inflation has again caught up 
with the ’Guide...süpped past us in fact. So, with the beginning of 
the Pyramid Guide’s 7th year, #43 Sept-Oct 1979 edition, subscrip
tion prices will be sealed upward to $9.00 in the United States, 
$10.00 Canadian and $13.00 for ALL Foreign (by air only). For- 
tunately, your subscription contribution to Life Understanding 
Foundation is fully tax deductible, and to compensate for the long 
overdue increase, many articles written by virtue of onsite investi
gation and photographic and/or investigative research among the 
peoples and great libraiies of the world will be presented in up- 
coming issues. The Pyramid Guide, one of a kind, promises you, 
the reader, one kind of information only, gained through inquir- 
ing, patient reporting of people, pyramids, places and paranormal 
planetary events, found and profound, of appeal to all Aquarian, 
New Age Searchers. We thank you for your past and future sup
port. Love, Peace, Joy, your editorial staff at L.U.F.

ANCIENT TIMES...Three editions of this New Age publication have been 
circulated bulk mail with the seasons, Spring-Summer and Winter 1978, 
and Spring 1979. Since Ancient Times was conceived on a trial basis, no 
subscription plan has been estabüshed. Dates for future issues will be de- 
termined by response from past circulation. A limited supply of Ancient 
Times editions are available at $1.00 each, by forwarding your check to Life 
Understanding Foundation, 741 Rosarita Lane, Santa Barbara, CA 93105.

HOORAY FOR THE HOPIS!
Skylab, our 85 tons heavy space laboratory is due to bum 

through earth’s atmosphere in its expected, uncontrolled descent 
and crash between the North and South, 50th parallels in late 
June, 1979. It could be a factor in fulfllling an ancient Hopi Indian 
prophecy; that an allen body from the sky wouid indeed fall upon 
the surface of our beloved planet; serving as an omen that the time 
of great upheavals and change on earth are in motion. So far, Hopi 
legends stand up very well, in regards to time, place and event 
according to historic unfoldments. Some researchers see cones-
pondencies between the Great Pyramid and Hopi Indian prophe- 
cies, a fascinating study. Watch for Max Toth’s new book (see ad 
in this edition) Pyramid Prophecies.____________________________
Dear Sir:

... Much has been leamed here in Massachusetts through experi
ments dealing with thepowers of Man’s mind... Ifa person totally 
accepts the reality of Cosmic Power, he can learn many things... 
Brief periods of meditation in the pyramid are sufficient when the 
weather is dry. On the other hand, if the weather is wet, it may 
take longer meditations if one must wear a coat and hat for pro- 
tection... Curiously an outfit made of rubber produces the best 
results... The human body thus emits a magnetic force. Once this 
field of magnetic energy is encased, one is amazed at the results... 
(One can tum on the body's magnetic field by walking in the rain 
dressed in a rubberized outfit, also attracting beneficial negative 
ions from the moistened atmosphere.) However, ifa person finds 
that wearing rubber is uncomfbrtable or in some way offensive, 
then good results possibly will not be obtained.

One humid aftemoon last summer, a severe thunderstorm arose.
I wondered what wouid be the result ifl entered my pyramid repli
ca, wearing hip boots, a long rubber coat and a hat. I was sur- 
prised to learn that the rubberized clothing was not at all uncom- 
fortable... I believe that the cosmic energy attracted to my body 
kept me from being in any way distressed in spite of the overly 
humid conditions prevailing at the time... The wet, surface sweat- 
ing on the outfit began to evaporate until my rubber apparel be
came dry. My psychic awareness level has expanded to a fantastic 
degree since the experiment... I welcome inquiries and the sharing 
of ideas from readers. Andrew Galligan, 220 Stonybrook Road, 
Raynham, Maine 02767
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IN DEFENSE OF SACRED MEASURES

Dear Bill Cox and Friends,
1978 is the most crucial year since our Anti-metrication 

Board was founded at the beginning of the decade, and it 
sees the start ofa new phase in our catnpaign to defeat once 
and for all the menace of metrication in Britain... Metrica
tion can never be total, and we shall go on to reverse the old 
saying, by saying: Give us a mile and we'll take an inch. ”

There''s an overwhelming resentment by people in this 
country {England) against the unnecessary introduction of 
the alien metric units and language into our daily lives. Old 
people aren't the only ones who may feel as strangers in 
their own homes; metrication of our language would cut us 
off from our literature and culture. After all, the foot and 
mile were good enough for the Stonehenge builders. It is no 
coincidence that the distance round the perimeter of that 
great circle is a hundredth part of exactly 6 miles, which is 
also the distance from its centre to that ofOld Sarum. Our 
whole country, like North America, is laid out in miles and 
yards. They are ineradicable, and as part of us are worth 
fightingfor.

Only a comparitively few people gain from metrication, 
those who have a large trade with the Continent, and their 
interests, despite forceful Propaganda to the contrary, which 
are not always identical with the rest of the British popula- 
tion. Against promotion of the metre by the Metrication 
Board, the case for the foot and the other traditional British 
units of metrology have been set out in a pamphlet now 
available, price 10p including postage. It shows the respec- 
tive origins and histories of the two Systems, together with 
some arguments in favour of retaining the foot.
UP WITH THE FOOT

The foot, more convenient in actual use, is derived from 
that proportion of the human body and related to natural 
human requirements. For this reason it is preferred by 
craftsmen, even in metric countries, Le Corbusier, for exam- 
ple, designed in units offeet and blamed the metric system 
for the dissociation of modern architecture from the people.
DOWN WITH THE METRE

The metre represents an arbitrary fraction of an inaccu- 
rately measured quadrant ofthe terrestrial meridian through 
Paris, an inhuman and inconvenient unit because its inven- 
tors, obsessed with the idea of replacing all traditional Stan
dards with those of their own manufacture were determined 
to choose the metre length of 39.37 inches that coincided 
with no existing unit.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL MAN

The foot and its related units have symbolic value of great 
antiquity which began as cosmological units applied equally 
to the human and astronomical scale, thus illustrating the 
old philosophy of“man as the measure ofall things. ” These 
were once regarded as sacred units meaning preordained 
and etemal. They were known to the builders of Stonehenge 
and appear once to have been universal, for measurements 
based upon the human anatomy still survives wherever re- 
spectfor tradition retains precedence over modern commer
cial values. After the French Revolution, the metric system, 
together with the Revolutionary Calendar with its 10 hour 
day and 10-day week, etc. (in defiance of human cycles and 
astronomical facts) was imposed upon the reluctant people.
NAPOLEONS HANDIWORK

According to Napoleon, metrication in France "violently 
broke up the customs and habits of the people, as might

MESSAGE IN THE EYE

Wilson's Interpretation::The angular distance 
of orbital path's advance per revolution.

THE EYE OF THE GREAT PYRAMID...According to Edgar D. 
Wilson’s new book MEVS; CREATOR OF THE PYRAMIDS, 
quote “Directly south of the entrance, and at the height of its ceil- 
ing, is the base of a strangely shaped niche... From a distance it is 
said to resemble an eye...appropriately named; for it lies directly 
above the mouth of Al mamoun’s forced entrance. Upon close in- 
spection, it doesn’t resemble an eye...” (Ed. Note. In some re- 
spects the carving suggests the lines of a standing wave, or the 
slotted relief may have served as a mounting for statuary or an em- 
bedded crystal.)
EYE LOST ITS IDENTITY...Inscriptions as shown in the Illus
tration are no longer in evidence (March ’79), and were likely de- 
faced by invaders, reformers or vandals, perhaps by all three 
classes of monument destroyers a long time ago. (Max Toth Photo)

have been done by some Greek or Tartar tyrant. ” Protests 
were suppressed riith prison sentences and bloodshed, and, 
though the calendar succumbed, the metre survived to be
come a leading Standard in international trade. The purpose 
of this board is to promote knowledge ofthe meaning and 
value of our traditional units of measure and of the philos
ophy they are designed to serve. Yours faithfully, J.F.C. 
MICHELL, Chairman, Anti-Metrication Board, 1 Jesus 
Terrace, New Square, Cambridge, England.



MEV’S BOOK REVIEW

MEVS — CREATOR OF THE PYRAMIDS: by Edgar D. Wilson 
at $7.95. Astro Research Publishing, 15432 Flagstaff, La Puente, 
California 91744...How a truly enthralled pyramid disciple could 
ever resist purchasing this outstanding work could only be ex- 
plained away as oversight. Just note some of the chapter and sub- 
chapter headings: “A Name for the Designer,” “MEV’s Message,” 
“Egyptology vs. Pyramidology,” “Knowledge Useful to Space 
Travelers,” “A Planet Is Missing,” “Signiflcance of Pyramid 
Form,” “X Marks the Spot,” “Buried Treasure,” “Pyramid Rela
tionships of the Pyramids and Planets,” and “Proving Claims.” 
Quotes from Wilson’s book follow:

“...A preponderance of evidence will show the Giza Group of 
Pyramids was built to convey a message from the alien designer to 
a scientifically advanced society.

“...The Claims are:
(1) The Giza Group of Pyramids was designed as a model of a por- 
tion of our solar system with the Sun, Moon, Earth, Venus and 
Mercury as the members represented.
(2) The purpose in building the Giza Model was to leave a message 
to later generations of Earth people.
(3) The information coded into the model was far beyond the Sci
ence of the ancient Egyptians.
(4) Much of the information in the Giza Model would only be of 
use to a space traveler and was intended to be read and understood 
by a society capable of space travel.
(5) The evidence to be given is capable of supporting the hypothe- 
sis that the designer was a space traveler.

“...The key to decoding the Giza Group of Pyramids is the 
number 47...there will be no doubt that MEVS was a space travel
er from a technically and scientifically advanced civilization.

“...the Earth and Moon constitute a single planetary system. 
Since they are, for all practical purposes, a double planet whose 
center of gravity is inside the surface of the Earth, it would be cor- 
rect to show the Moon within the structure which represents Earth 
(the Great Pyramid).

“...The problems in building a solar system model are not ter- 
ribly difflcult once the dimensions are known. However, MEVS 
had the problem of time. He evidently anticipated the destruction 
that has taken place at Giza, for he had the model built to last 
through many centuries (nearly 47 at the present time). If he had 
built an accurately sealed model to show the distances between the 
planets and the Sun with Earth the size of the Great Pyramid, the 
space needed for the model would have been greater than the 
length of Egypt. Venus, the closest planet to Earth, would have to 
be placed about 650 miles away.

“...The Sun, at the center of our solar system, is the object from 
which planetary velocities are measured...MEVS didn’t have to 
build a pyramid to represent the Sun or to show its velocity. Know- 
ing the key to decoding the Giza Model is the number 47, and dis
tance represents velocity, we should be able to find measurements 
giving the orbital velocities of the planets.

“.. .Taking the distance from the top of the Great Pyramid down 
to the south central part of the Temple of the Sphinx (2079 feet) 
and multiplying it by the key number 47, we arrive at 97,713 feet 
or 18.5 miles. This is the orbital speed of Earth when given in 
miles per second.

“Next we take the distance from the top of the Second Pyramid, 
again to a location in the south central part of the Temple of the 
Sphinx (2449 feet) and multiply it by 47. The answer is 115,103 
feet or 21.8 miles. The orbital speed of Venus is 21.8 miles per 
second.

“Finally we take the measurement from the top of the Third 
Pyramid to the same location in the Temple (3348 feet) and once 
again multiply it by our key number 47. The distance is 157,356 
feet or 29.8 miles, which accurately represents the orbital speed of 
the planet Mercury... The Giza Model is evidently built to a 1/47 
scale. We should remember we are dealing with velocity, which 
involves time as well as distance, therefore the scale will be either 
1/47 of the time or 1/47 of the distance. It has to be one, but it 
can’t be both.

ALONG THE SPHINX TEMPLE WALL...Somewhere at this site, 
equidistant lines from the three Great Pyramids converge at a 
point; all corresponding with author Edgar D. Wilson’s mathe- 
matical calculations, showing the distances multiplied by the mys- 
terious number 47, match the spin velocities of Earth, Venus and 
Mercury, by no means a chance happening, so ably explained in 
Wilson’s new book: MEVS — CREATOR OF THE PYRAMIDS, 
reviewed, in this issue of Pyramid Guide.

“...According to the legenä, the Sphinx represents the Sun; sec
ond, due to the position of the Sphinx this is the only place in its 
Temple where all three pyramids can be seen at the same time.”

THE EYE IN THE GREAT PYRAMID...Author Edgar D. Wil
son, who discovered MEVS, as designer-builder of the titanic stone 
edifice, sees a potential for revealing some of the Great Pyramid’s 
hidden purposes, structured within this peculiar man-made forma- 
tion, lying just above the monument’s true entrance.

WOMEN: Join us in building joyful alternatives to the nuclear family. Six 
rural communes across North America öfter opportunities to leam and 
practice skilis. Develop whole relationships in a safe, caring environment 
based on Cooperation, equality and non-violence. Federation of Egaiitarian 
Communities, Twin Oaks, Louisa, VA 23093.

ESP/PSYCHIC FAIR...The Temple of the Inner Flame Church is Sponsor
ing its fifth ESP/PSYCHIC FAIR at the Niagara Falls International Con
vention Center Juiy 26th-July 29th, 1979. The Fair is geared to health, heal
ing and alternative, nontoxic methods of healing. Intemationally known 
Speakers and practitioners headline the four-day program. Write or tele- 
phone Carol Ann Liaros, F.C.H.S., 3329 Niagara Falls Blvd., North Tona- 
wanda, New York 14120, (716)695-3313.

WATCH for articles on the relationships between music, astrology, 
color and sound in upeoming editions of the Pyramid Guide...and 
more reports from the recent Egyptian Pyramid expedition; excit- 
ing new and previously unpublished dlscoveries of profound signl- 
ficance.
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THE NILE DELTA LOTUS...
The Nile Quadrant (see Pyramid Guide 

edition #33) lies on a meridian selected by 
Napoleon Bonaparte’s surveyors in 1798. 
This same line, running through the apex 
of the Great Pyramid, evenly divided the 
Nile Delta region, finally proving that right 
angle, diagonal vectors superimposed upon 
the pyramid, as shown on the map, fully 
embraced the then existing Nile Quadrant.

Later on, engineers Robert Ballard, H.C. 
Mitchell and others discovered that the 
Great Pyramid (among other things) served 
as an excellent theodolite for surveying pur
poses, too numerous to describe here.

Besides being the third eye of our planet 
and located at the navel of the worid, the 
Nile Delta may serve as the crown chakra 
of our globe (according to reveiations from 
the lessermysteries), for the Nile Quadrant 
also appears as a lotus, symbolic of man/ 
woman’s crown plexus.

BOOK REVIEW
PYRAMID ENERGY EXPLAINED: by 
Mary Hardy (recorder), Dean Hardy (build- 
er) and Kenneth KUllck (teacher/designer); 
156 pages in paperback at $6.00. Order 
from authors at RR #5 Dumont Lake, Alle- 
gan, Michigan 49010. Subscribers should 
already be familiär with the Hardy’s excel
lent articies appearing in Guide editions 
#37 and #38.

Here’s a refreshing and profound exposi- 
tion of little known energies associated with 
the pyramid form, their action on humans 
and other living Systems; showing the pyra
mid as an antenna and as a tool to explain 
the atom. Part I. inquires into the origin 
and need for pyramid construction; Part H. 
discusses tachion (tachyon)—a minute par- 
ticle in space that moves and records ahead 
of time and faster than the speed of light; 
magnetic qualities of the pyramids, the se
cret of light and pyramid consciousness. 
Part HI. goes into the Great Pyramid mys
teries, Initiation and understanding of uni
versal energies. Part IV. considers pyramid 
construction as an interdimensional com- 
munication device. Part V. gives Nikola 
Tesla’s understanding of tachion energy, 
also insights on U.F.O.’s and brothers from 
space, bearers of light, energy and know
ledge; and means, of proving the existence 
of tachion energy for oneself. B.C.

GEOMETRY AND 
THE GREAT PYRAMID

Even though more than 4,600 years have 
passed since the supposed building date of 
the Great Pyramid, hithertofore unknown 
facts continue to surface. An analysis of the 
geometry of the main body and internal 
constructions in the pyramid shows that the 
descending and ascending tunnels in the 
pyramid form an angle whose tangent is 
“one-half” relative to the horizontal plane. 
The included angle BETWEEN the ascend
ing and descending tunnels is TWICE this 
angle. The “half-angle” of the apex of each 
face is the tangent reciprocal angle of the 
golden nurnber (1/1.618...). The apex 
angle of each face is TWICE this value.

360° = 4 tan'l 0.5 + 8 tan'^ 0'^ 
Thus 0'1 is the square root of one and one- 
quarter and this minus one-half. A circle is 
obtained if the four apex angles are totaled 
and then added to the sum of the included 
angles of the two tunnels in the northem 
and southem direction. This suggests a 
method of constructing scale models of the 
Great Pyramid with a square and a com
pass (see sketch).

Follow horizontal line EF to point O near 
its center, then vertical line GH through 
point O. Note the two identical triangles 
HO and KLO near the middle of the Illus
tration. Their altitudes are one-half their 
bases (a = b/2). Here their extended hy- 
potenuses IO and KO generate lines AB 
and CD. Line AB lies in the plane of the 
floors of the ascending tunnel and the 
Grand Gallery, and line CD lies in the floor 
plane of the descending tunnel. Now, we 
see the tunnels cross at point O.

The construction should permit the 
model’s edge length to extend on a diago
nal, from point O outward. In laying off 
the length of an edge on one diagonal, one 
can measure the distance with a compass 
and scribe a circle AGDBCH around point 
O, and also connect the points to form an 
irregulär hexahedron. Here, two sides are 
equal but shorter than the remaining four 
equal sides. At this stage, one can cut 
around the circle. Then, one should fold 
the construction upward to produce a 
crease along line EF. The next step calls for 
folding the construction downward to 
crease along lines AB, GH, and DC and 
continuing to fold the construction upward 
around each line defining an edge of the 
hexahedron.

After the creases have been formed, one 
holds the construction so that the materials 
in triangles AOC and DOB can be folded 
downward and inward. Here AO is joined 
to CO and DO to OB. Finally, the base of 
the pyramid is squared along lines AG, 
GD, BH, and HC. By following the fore- 
going insfructions one can produce an ex- 
act scale model of the Great Pyramid of 
Giza.

In hypothesizing the meaning of the 
plane geometry construction, consider the 
earth as a sphere AGDBHC in the dia- 
gram, with an equatorial plane defined by

EF and an axis of rotation GH. If the equa
torial plane at the time of the Great Pyra
mid’s construction was about 3.44 degrees 
less inclined than it is at present, the pyra
mid would have been at a latitude pre
sented by point A or D. The line of the 
descending tunnel would be parallel to the 
axis of rotation. Moreover, the drift in the 
equatorial plane over the centuries would 
now be about 236 s. miles southward along 
the latitude line intersecting the Great 
Pyramid site. In view of this information, 
the ancient Egyptians used geometrical 
considerations for locating the Great Pyra
mid. Therefore, it seems plausible that they 
incorporated geometric skills in construct- 
ing that magnificent wonder of wonders.

How does one construct accurate scale 
models of the Great Pyramid? Reference is 
usually made to typical dimensions directly 
applied or scaled to produce the desired 
size. The foregoing described method lends 
itself well to thin materials. The dimensions 
from a drawing can also be scaled to larger 
sizes.



COSMIC ENERGY IN THE GREAT PYRAMID

ENERGY FORM...taken by pyramidologist Rocky McColIum, in 
the Queen’s Chamber of the Great Pyramid, March 1979. See arti
cles and ilhistrations on Pages 9 arid 10 of this issue.

E.D. Robinson and myself, aided by Cpt. Gerald Fraccaro, decoded the 
Iconograpb of the Giza Pyramids and published the results in our book 
THE GIZA PYRAMIDS: FINAL DECODING.

Many believe that the entire internal structure of the Great Pyramid may 
still contain as yet undiscovered chambers and passages. Mr. Kamal El 
Mallak, noted Egyptian museum authority in Cairo said: “The outside of 
the Great Pyramid is reiativeiy simple in configuration, but the inside of it 
is compiicated.”

Mr. Robinson, extremely adept at using Phi numbers and Phi math 
based on the Golden Number 0 (Phi) 1.6180339 has assembied the largest 
and fastest Phi-number Computer in the world.

The drawing at the bottom of this page is an adaptation from Page 105 
in DJ. Nelson and D.H. Coville’s book: LIFE FORCE IN THE GREAT 
PYRAMID, De-Vorss (1977). The Symbol of seif in my drawing is inverted 
from that drawn by Nelson. The LIFE FORCE ‘CORD’ or Kundalini ener
gy is shown as being 3-1/2 turns with the open end up. Nelson shows the 
open end down and resting at the pyramid base. In the Caduceus, the open 
end of ‘head’ (of the entwined serpents) is up, conforming to the Ana 
Coronda, human figure. I agree with Nelson that the Cord exists and has 
3-1/2 or 7/2 turns, except for the upright position of the Caduceus in ques
tion.

My photograph taken at the energy center of the Queens Chamber, 
approximately 8 feet up from the floor with the camera lens pointed to the 
ceiiing produced the Astral 35 M.M. 200 ASA Kodachroma siide and print 
as shown in this edition of Pyramid Guide. This photo was shot in semi- 
darkness and not taken with a Hash, high voltage, Kirlian or electrical Con
nections of any kind. The picture clearly reveals the presence of cosmic 
(pyramid energy) showing the bottom or lower loop of the Great Pyramid’s 
energy cord, resembiing a pendant attached to a necklace. Rocky McCol
Ium, Pyramid of Aquarius Publishing Co., P.O. Box 163, Dearbom, Mich. 
48127.

MEVS : 
CREATOR

OF THE 
PYRAMIDS 

By Edgar D. Wilson

*4 Visitor From Guter Space
See Book Review (opposite) page 4.

$7.95 add .50® for postage & handling. 
Calif. residents, add 6% sales tax...

ASTRO-RESEARCH PUBLISHING
266 S. Glemioia Ave.

West Covina. Ca. 9 I 790

NEW AGE GUIDE, ADVERTISING & PROMOTION...Tips on how to 
effectiveiy advertise, budget and finance organizational promotion. Edited 
& published by Joan & Patrick O’Conneil, c/o New Atlantean Research- 
Jburnal, 4280 68th Ave., Pinnelias Park, Fla. 33565.

- - ■ 8J18-- । .

PEN MAGNET...Magnetize and polarize drinking water and liquids with 
1/4” diameter by 5-1/2” long, carry anywhere, portable magnet. $2.00 add 
50c mailing costs. “THE ANATOMY OF BIOMEGNETISM” by Albert 
Roy Davis and Dr. Ralph Ü. Sierra, D.C. (paperback) $5.95 plus 50c mail
ing costs. Order c/o Magnets, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105.

THE PÄRANORMAL.. .Stan Gooch, Harper & Rowe $10.00 hardbound. 
Gooch is another one of thole scientists who really wants to believe in, and 
validate the so-calied paranormal, stränge happenings that have been mys- 
tifying humanity for thousands of years. The author has at least made the 
big step and makes a commitment to the notion that certain non-physical 
events are not limited to trickery and self-deception. This is an interesting 
work, somewhat blanketing the fields of the unknown. It is a worthwhile 
Investment of money and time, even though Gooch’s cautious skepticism 
somewhat overwhelms his rather welcome openness to look into seemingly 
forbidden piaces in an attefnpt to understand things not always of this 
world. ______ __ ____________

Crystal Craft
PURE QUARTZ CRYSTAL COSMIC CAL1BRAT1ONS

1’AND 2’BASE PYRAMIDS 1’(AND UP) SPHERES
1 ’ AND 2’ BASE CONES 1' (AND UP) CYLINDERS,
1’ BASE DOUBLE PYRAMIDS CUBES,AND RECTANGLES

SPECIAL ORDERS ON REQUEST
THADDEUS KROL»BOX 743»SUMMERLAND CA 93067



CLASSIHED IN THE GUIDE...One column 
Inch (14 picas or 214 inches wlde) available at 
only $9.00 per column fach, per ad, per issue 
(camera ready copy). If we typeset, add on $1.00 
per column fach. Prices on special art work, 
halftones, etc...will be cheerfully quoted upon 
request. Life Understanding Foundation reserves 
the right to edit or reject any ads that do not 
meet with the Standards of this publication. For 
further Information write: L.U.F., P.O. Box. 
30305, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105.
NEGATIVE ION GENERATORS, Pyramids, 
Biorhythms, Pyramid Books, Psycho-acoustlcal 
music and much more. Catalog 25c.

CHEOPS PYRAMID CO. 
8143 Big Bend Blvd.

___________ St. Louis, Mo. 63119____________ 
The PSYCHIC ÖBSERVER and CHIMES. Fin
est spiritual and scientific information in the 
psychic field. One year (6 issues) $9.50, Cana
dian and foreign $12.50. Box 8606, Washington, 
D.C, 20011.
EGYPTIAN * EXOTIC JEWELRY ♦ 
PRODUCTS* 
NEO-PYRATECHNIC PRODUCTS * 
Specializing in Egyptian Jewelry, Statuary, 
Camp Fabrics, Posters, T Shirts, and books... 
Please write for a more complete Ust of the items 
we carry. AU jewelry in cloisonne, sterling sUver 
or 24 carat gold plate. Also fired pottery Jewelry 
and imported carved stone scarabs. Faience tile 
and stained glass also available. P.O. Box 622, 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252. Robert Short.

THE JOURNAL OF GEOMANCY...quarterly, 
Nigel Pennick, editor (paper 34 pages, 60 pence 
per issue). The Journal pubUshes papers on aU 
aspects of Geomancy, Terrestrial Geometry and 
Zodiacs; Aligned sites, Geodetic Phenomena; 
Astronomie AUgnments, Sacred Geometry and 
allied Sciences. Write c/o Research Institute, 
142 Pheasant Rise, Bar HUI, Cambridge CB3 
8SD, England.

STONEHENGE VIEWPOINT—Quarterly, cov
ering megalithic sites, ley lines, astroarchaeology, 
Druids, ancient wisdom, geomancy. 8 issues 
yearly—$4.00. “Stonehenge Viewpoint,” P.O. 
Box 30887, Santa Barbara, California 93105.

“ENER-MAGNETIC PYRAMIDS and their 
daily use,” by AI Rattray, 90 pages paperback, 
an outstanding booklet demonstrating pyramid 
tests with magnets, water, beverages, vegetables, 
fruit, pets, poultry, eggs, honey, spices; heaith 
foods, vitamfas, cosmetics, metals, etc... 10 
chapters. For information, write to: ALL-RAYS 
PYRAMIDS LTD., Box 2447, Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V6B 3W7.

SUMMER SPECIAL — PYRAMID ICE TRAY 
Has 12 Pyramid-Shaped Compartments which 
make Pyramid Ice that faUs out so easily. ELI- 
MINATES TWISTING & NO STRESS ON 
TRAY. (Far outlasts ordfaary ice tray.) SAVES 
ENERGY TOO! Pyramid Compartments freeze 
ice faster. AVAILABLE IN BLUE, WHITE, 
YELLOW OR TANGERINE for ONLY $2.75 or 
TWO for $5.00 (plus $1.00 shipping). TRI-R- 
ANGLE, Inc., P.O. Box 307, Glendale, Az. 
85311. Distributors Wanted. U.S. & Canada.

The Ascended Masters want your Cooperation 
with Jesus, Saint Germain, EI Morya, etc. for 
bringing in the new age. Let those who have ears 
to hear... Book, $2.95. Elohim Unlimited, Box 
5369, Dearbom Heights, Michigan 48128.

MAP DOWSING and OIL LOCATING hand- 
books, by Verne L. Cameron and Bill Cox, $2.75 
each. Unique and functionally Practical Dowsing 
approaches to the object of your search, both 
locally and at a distance.

CASSETTE TAPES by BILL COX, recorded live, 
on: SHAMBALLA, FORM ENERGY, and THE 
TWO ASPECTS OF MIND (INTUITION vs 
INTELLECT). Now available @ $6.00 each. 
Add 50C for postage and handling.

Step-by-step Dowsing books
TECHNIQUES OF PENDULUM DOWSING and 
TECHNIQUES OF SWING-ROD DOWSING by 
Bill Cox. Two books (sc), dealing with the fasci- 
nating science of Dowsing. Each one thoroughly 
describes methods and the type of equipment 
used to locate Underground water, minerals, 
missing persons and pets... how to find and date 
ruins and buried artifacts, test soil, planting 
areas and the quality of foods and liquids. The 
applications for dowsing are endless. Both 
books. profusely illustrated, are written in an 
interesting informative männer by world renown 
dowsing expert Bill Cox. $2.50 each.

AQUAVIDEO, Locating Underground Water by 
Cameron & Cox, (soft cover), $6.95. One of the 
most comprehensive, step-by-step, fully illus
trated Dowsing Methods ever written.

Order above books from LIFE UNDERSTAND- 
ING FOUNDATION, P.O. Box 30305, Santa 
Barbara, Ca. 93105. Please add 50C for postage 
and handling, foreign add $1.00. Californians 
kindly include 6% sales tax.

SPIRALS...a bl-monthly publication — featur- 
fag exceptional articles by great New Age thlnk- 
ers. We aim to bridge the gap between science 
and mysticlsm. For example, read: ‘The Expan
sion of Consciousness and Training the Spiritual 
Scientist,’ Marcel Vogel; ‘Co-Existence,’ Frank 
Hyde; ‘UFO Logic,’ Dan Fry; *The Eye of the 
Unlverse,’ George Hunt WUIiamson. Sample 
copy 50c. P.O. Box 29472, San Francisco, Ca. 
94129.

IN STRÄNGEST EUROPE...Peter Ratazzi 
Read about the marvels and little known facts of 
greater Europe, of Madonnas, Miracles, Magic, 
Monsters and Mausolea, Runes, Art mysteries 
and off the beaten path mysteries still in evidence 
today. For detaUs, write to author: 90 Neville 
Avenue, Hove, Sussex, England.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW WHO BUILT 
THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA 

AND WHY IT WAS BUILT?
DO YOU WANT TO UNDERSTAND THE 
SECRET BEHIND PYRAMID ENERGY 

WHICH IS THE SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 
OF STANDING COLUMNAR WAVES?

READ: PYRAMID ENERGY EXPLAINED
In 1968 we, Maiy and Dean Hardy, had an ex- 

perience with a U.F.O. During the experience we 
were told to build our sons a pyramid. Since that 
time we have learned that the pyramid is an in
terdimensional communication device in which 
humanity can learn to overcome time and space.

Cost of the book is $6.00
We also seil blueprints on how to build these 

special pyramids. For free information on the 
blueprints or to Order the book, send to: Dean 
and Mary Hardy, R.R.#5 (Dumont Lake), Alle- 
gan, Michigan 49010.

PYRAMID GUIDE READERS...To be sure of a 
prompt reply, all inquiries requesting informa
tion by return mail in the USA. MUST include a 
self-addressed stamped envelope: foreign sub
scribers include 50C per page reply expected by 
air. _
Not receiving your. new.'letter..? AD- 
DRESS CHANGED..? Be sure to notify 
us if you move, as thepost office doesnt 
forward non-profit foundation [3rd dass, ’’ 
bulk] mail.
THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAME
TER... a combination Dowsing compass, 
weighing device and upright pendulum... 
twenty-two years In Its development bring
ing it to its present form (unchanged since 
1952)...masterfully created and deslgned 
by the late Dowsing Mentor, Verne L. 
Cameron...Over 7,000 in use throughout 
the world by both amateur and Professional 
Dowsers. Some say it’s easy to channel with 
the Aurameter, and ideal for senslng things 
and substances, locally and at a distance; 
forms, auras, vibrations and emanations; 
beams and energies of a more subtle na
ture, from organic (anlmate) life, creatures 
and so-called inorganic (inanlmate) things. 
Nickel plated at $49.50 and Copper plated 
Aurameters at $60.00, postpaid first dass 
in the U.S. Life Understanding Founda
tion, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, Cali
fornia 93105. Phone (805) 682-5151.
1979 GUIDE TO PSI PERIODICALS: News
papers, Magazines, Newsletters. Publ. ISIS. A 
very fine bibliography on new age publications, 
covering subjects of astrology, healfag, hypnosis, 
all occult studies. A helpfui directive for students 
of the consciousness change. Write P.O. Box 
1133, Magnolia Park Station, Burbank, Cali
fornia 91507.

PLEASE NOTE: PRICES SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

GNOSTICA (Gnosis: the attainment of 
Higher Knowledge) MAGAZINE is the com
prehensive guide to the "OCCULT” today.

Intelligible to the intelligent layperson, 
intelligent to the specialist, and intellectual 
for the Scholar, GNOSTICA is a continuing 
text of practical Magick: Qabalah, Tantra, 
Wicca, Ritual, Tarot, Geomancy—all the 
Esoteric Sciences. Regular columns bring 
news of what is happening now; reviews of 
new and important books guide the reader 
to the best available;

60,000 words per issue, Professional 
artwork; 6 issues per year $10.00 USA, 
$12.50 foreign ($17.00 by air), sample 
$2.00. ■ From America's oldest and most 
respected occult publisher. Llewellyn Publi
cations, P.O. Box 43383-PG-EX, St. Paul, 
MN 55164.

The LEY HUNTER MAGAZINE...bl-monthly, 
specializing in Earth Mysteries, alignments of 
prehistoric (leys) sites, megalithic-astronomical 
relationships and folklore. Annual Subscription 
$4.40. P.O. Box 152, London, N101EP, England.

THE PYRAMID GUIDE NEWSLETTER, LIFE 
UNDERSTANDING FOUNDATION and the 
Editorial Staff does not accept responsibility for 
Statements made on the quality of product or 
Service offered by advertisers.



Knowledge 
That Has 
Endured 
With the
Pyramids

FOR THE MAST 
OFLIFE
WHENCE came the knowledge 
that built the Pyramids? Where did 
the first builders in the Nile Valley 
acquire their astounding wisdom that 
started man on his upward climb? Did 
their knowledge come from a race now 
submerged beneath the sea? From 

‘ what concealed source came the wis- 
* dom that produced such characters as 

Amenhotep IV, Leonardo da Vinci, 
’ Isaac Newton, and a host of others?

Today it is known that they discov-
ered and used certain Secret Methods for 
the development of their inner power 
of mind. They truly learned to master 
life. This secret art of living has been 
preserved and handed down through- 
out the ages and today is extended to 
those who dare use its profound prin- 
ciples to meet and solve the problems 
of life in these complex times.

This Book — FREE
The Rosicrucians (not a religious Organiza
tion) have prepared an unusual book, which 
will be sent free to sincere inquirers, in which 
the method of receiving these principles and 

natural laws is explained. Write 
today for your copy of this book. 
Possibly it will be the first Step 
wherebj’ you can accomplish 
many of your secret ambitions 
and the building of personal 
achievements . . . Address your 
inquiry to: Scribe V.I.W.

The Rosicrucians
(AMORC)

San Jose. CA 95191 
U.S.A.

> Visit *7®

EGYPT & Tour the PYRAMIDS^
BRJ with B

R ] MAX TOTH ff
ON HIS OCT. 5th—19th- 1979 Jj

PYRAMID POWER & PROPHECY TOUR
Approximately $1600 Round Trip From New York

Max Toth, author of the international best seller - PYRAMID POWER - has 
arranged an exclusive 14 day, first-class tour of the pyramids of Egypt.

Experience first-hand, and on the actual sites, the mysteries of the 
pyramids1I

Max Toth, one of the world’s ieading authorities on pyramids and ancient 
civilizations, will persqnally guide you through the passageways and 
chambers into the secrets of antiquity.

Max Toth’s intrigulng lectures are certain to enrich your visit to the 
land which gave birth to one of the greatest civilizations the world has 
ever known.

PYRAMID PROPHECIES, by Max Toth, author of PYRAMID POW
ER, world lecturer and traveler...A Warner Destiny book relating to 
Biblical Prophecies and the predictions of Edgar Cayce, Nostradamus 
and others; also, a special chapter on Dr. Ray Brown’s Atlantean Pyra
mid Crystal. Ask for it at your local bookstore.

Photographers, bring your cameras...a Shutterbug’s delight

For further information regarding the 14 day itmerary, reservations and 
deposits, contact MAX TOTH, P.O. Box 100, Floral Park, New York 
11001.

limited spaces available - * reserve NOW & avoid disappointment

THE 117 FOOT-HIGH PYRAMID OF CES- 
TIUS...located in the old Protestant cemetery 
(in Cathoiic Rome) which also contains graves of 
Symonds and Humboldt, Keats, Shelley and 
other illustrious men. Cestius was a Roman Trib
üne, who served the people weil, until his death 
in 43 B.C.

Near Loreto, Italy, the famous singing artist, 
Benjamino Gigli, found his last resting place 
under a pyramid In the cemetery of Recanti (also 
his birthplace). Gigli’s opera costumes and other 
memorabiiia can still be seen in the Recanti 
Town Hail Museum. The pyramid serves to re- 
call the singer’s splendid performance in Verdi’s 
‘EGYPT OPERA’ Aida. (Photo and caption 
courtesy of Peter Ratazzi)

□ 
□

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
The Pyramid Guide, bi-monthly, International Newsletter..... Single Copies $1.00 each
New or Renewal subscription, yearly prepaid $9.00, Canadian $10.00 and overseas by airmail 
only, $13.00. ORDER FROM: Life Understanding Foundation, P.O. Box 30305, | 
741 Rosarita Lane, Santa Barbara, CA 93105. Phone (805) 682-5151 f

| Mail Postpaid to:................................................................................................................................... |
i -
t "Suddenly, I remembered, I forgot to remem-\ Street or P.O 

ber myself." P.D. Ouspenski.
| RECEIVE 3 BACK ISSUES AT REGULAR PR1CE AND SUBSCRIBE ! I ' 
|FOR 1 YEAR AT HALF-PRICE. TO CHALLENGE THE UNKNOWN WITH US'} / 
| THE NEW ATLANTEAN JOURNAL ' L

f City & State

Zip ............

I Dept-C ■ 4280 681h Avenue North J
| Pinellas Park, Florida 33565 !
I The nations most unique quarterty magazme ot the !| UNKNOWN, the UNEXPLAINED, and Ihe UNEXPLORED' •
| I
I Hurrv' Supply <s very limited' 3 assoned back issues of "The New Atlantean Journal' AND a | * 1 year subscnptwn — for only S7' The newsstand rqtaii value is $!0.50' Some recent issues^ ।

ACTUAL TITLtS Dr J Manson Valentine's Discovery ol X-KUKIKAN - sacred Groflo ol the - 
I Mayan, with photos' The Scrolt-Wntings of Ihe Serpent-People' The re-emergence of Lemuria. ■ 
| with map! Cosm>c-seed chtldren our tuture generations’ Leylines and ihe Telluric Forces I 
■ Ancient Energy-Gndlmes Redtscovered' Kiiier-creature Stafcs Vido*. Texas Hidden Secrets o«. | 
i the Soulhwest. Ancient Sphinx Uncdvered. with photo1 UFO maps Of Suspecleä Tunnel j 1 Entrances' The Mu Rock Lemunan Pcture Record' Earth Changes and the Solar Fire' Sonar - 
I Depth Chart of Tnangte' Pyramid' The Bull Butchers Come Back' Mysterious Gas Cloud 1 
| Claims Human Vicfim! Paof«a-the Lost W? Photographed * Waler-Spme ’ Suivivai in the | 
■ New Age An Escape Route' The Tesla-Effect A PsychohonK: Weapon’ PSYWAR »An*«* | 
! Mmd Battle! Secrets ol ihe Ancient Portals' Mexicos Zone of Sdence Mameiwouth ihe . 
I Talkrng Rock’ 12 More Pyrarruds Found in Peru1 New Aztec Pyramid UFO» •«> ■I ihe M181 PLUS the mosl unique cover art in UFOdom! OON T MISS ANOTHER ISSUE J 
| relum this Coupon, with $7 today’ j

Iconographic Theories-Computer Verified 
Fraccaro's Discovery-1977 Shadow-Phase Photos 

“THE GIZA PYRAMIDS, FINAL DECODING” by McCoIlum, Fraccaro, & Robin
son. 270 pages of text, diagrams, maps, secret chambers, the Sphinx decoded, 
Computer analysis by Phi-math expert E.D. Robinson; actual on-the-scene photos, 
and much.more. $10 ppd in US & Canada. Overseas add $2. Send to PoA Pub Co., 
Box 163, DearbomHtsMi 48127.First printing, quantities limited,
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